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OBITUARY
It is with great sadness that we report the
death of Ron Clarke, former chairman of the
museum society. Ron passed away on
Monday 21st December in Kettering General Hospital after a short illness.
Ron was the last member of the museum
society with knowledge of the building of
Harrington Air Base during 1942-43 when,
as an apprentice electrician, he installed
electrical fittings in the accommodation
area.
In 1944 he joined the Royal Air Force and
trained as a wireless operator, but on completion of his training was transferred to the
Army and sent to India.
On return to civilian life, Ron resumed his
career as an electrician and became prominent in aircraft recovery and preservation
groups. He was also an accomplished pianist, artist, and author of a number of military
books and had articles published in aviation
magazines.
He was instrumental in the design and
erection of the Carpetbagger Memorial in
1987, and went on to assist in the planning
and setting up of the Carpetbagger Aviation
Museum.
Ron was active in the running of the museum until almost 90 years old, and only retired when his wife, Mary, became too unwell to be left alone for long periods.
Mary predeceased Ron by two years and
he was then assisted in his daily living by
his daughter, Mrs Anne Sutherland.

Ron Clarke Sep 1926 to Dec 2020
Another good friend of the museum
who passed away in 2020 was John
Hunt.
Not too many members will know John
but, although never a member of the society, he made a generous annual donation to the upkeep of the museum.
John also played a part in the story of
the Carpetbaggers by being the first person that Ben Parnell met when he was
looking for the remains of Harrington Air
Base. John took Ben to Sunnyvale Farm
and introduced him to Bernard Tebbutt
and Vera.
In 1987 the first edition of Parnell’s
book Carpetbaggers was published.
John also donated land for the planting
of Carpetbagger Covert.
Johns funeral took place on the 8th
September and there were 14 farm vehicles in the cortege. Below is the leading
vehicle.

We send our most sincere condolences to
Anne and Ron’s granddaughters and feel
sure that they will have many fond memories of visiting the museum and viewing all
that was held dear by Ron.
John leaves his farm for the last time
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Russian Airmen In Scotland
Albemarles and Russian DC - 3s
In the DropZone Volume 11, issue 2, Winter 2013 Keith Taylor wrote an article about RAF Errol in Scotland in which he listed the squadrons that served there and the types of aircraft flown. One of the squadrons
he mentioned was No. 305 FTU (Ferry Training Unit) formed on 1st January 1943, to train 20 Russian aircrews to fly Armstrong Whitworth Albemarle bombers back to the Soviet Union.
A recent article in the Daily Mail newspaper recalled this episode of the Second World War and concluded
by writing that the Russians eventually returned home without their 20 Albermarles as Russia had accepted
a consignment of Douglas DC-3 Dakotas instead. Keith now continues the story.
It would be incorrect to state that Dakotas were sent to Russia in place of the Albermarles, it would be
more precise to say that Albermarles were sent to Russia to join the Dakotas, twenty of which were purchased by Aeroflot in April 1936.
On the 15th July 1936 Douglas issued a licence to Russia that allowed them to build the DC-3 in their own
factories. (Licences to build DC-3s were also issued to Fokker in Holland and also to the Japanese company
Nakajima trading under the name Mitsui Bussan Kabushiki - Kaisha Trading Company.) Between November
1936 and April 1939 a Russian team of engineers was sent to the Douglas plant at Santa Monica to study,
and where necessary modify, the DC-3 drawings. A member of the team was Vladimir Mikhailovich Myasishchev who was responsible for converting the American dimensions on the drawings to the metric system.
Although the Russian-built DC-3 looked (at least when in the air) identical to the original, it was a completely different model. The wing span was shorter, the engine nacelles were shorter, it was powered by
Russian ASh-25 engines, different cargo doors and windows were fitted and the undercarriage, although not
at first obvious, was also of a different type. Some models were built as bombers complete with gun turret.
There were 1,293 changes made to the structure, and the civil version was originally known as the P.S.84. The military version had the designation Li - 2; the Li being short for aircraft engineer Boris Pavlovich
Lisunov.
The Lisunov company built 2,930 Li - 2s during the Second World War and the U.S.A supplied Russia with
707 C - 47s under the Lend-Lease Agreement. Post war, Li - 2s were built in Hungary, Poland and Czechoslovakia. Production ceased in 1954.
The Li-2 was operated by Albania, Bulgaria, China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Laos, Mongolia,
North Korea, Poland, Romania, and North Vietnam. The last operational Li - 2 was retired by China as late
as 1986. There were 11 variants of the Li - 2 and the numbers produced and successfully operated would
suggest once again that the Douglas DC - 3 was one of the greatest aircraft ever produced.
One restored Li - 2 is still flying and paid a visit to Duxford last year. It is painted in the colours of the Hungarian Malev Airlines and carries the registration HA-LIX

Armstrong Whitworth Albemarle
The first group of Russian trainees comprising three pilots and three flight engineers arrived at RAF
Errol on January 11th 1943. They had been flown to Prestwick by B.O.A.C., and commenced flying
training in the Albemarle on the 25th January. By May 2nd 1943 20 Russian crews had completed their
training in Albemarles and then received limited instruction in flying the de Havilland Mosquito. A Mk IV
Mosquito, DK 296, left Errol on an unknown date in April 1943 bound for Russia.
Initially,100 Albemarles were allocated to the Russians and a further 500 ordered, but later this was
reduced to 100. In the event, only 14 ‘planes flew from Errol in May 1943 and two of these were lost en
route, one crashing near Kenmore, Scotland, on the 29th May 1943 killing all the Russian crew.
Continued on page 4
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The 12 aircraft that finally reached Russia were operated by the 1st Transport Aviation Division, Civil Air Fleet as
transport aircraft. The Soviet Union and Britain were the only two countries to fly the Albemarle.
Most of the Russian Albemarles were painted in the standard RAF Night Bomber scheme of Dark Earth and Dark
Green upper surfaces, with the undersides painted Night (black). The remainder were painted in the Day scheme of
Dark Earth, Dark Green, and Sky undersides. Some of the aircraft were fitted with large cargo doors in the starboard fuselage, while others had the Boulton Paul mid-upper turret replaced by a sliding dorsal gun position and
twin machine guns. Looked at from the side, it was not unlike the rear turret of the early B-17F and B-17G Fortresses.
The Albemarle was the only major British designed aircraft to enter service in WWII that incorporated a tricycle
undercarriage, similar to the type fitted in the B-24.

A Brief History of the Armstrong Whitworth Albemarle
The Albemarle was conceived in the late 1930s as a ‘utility bomber.’ The Air Ministry realised that if war broke out
in Europe there would be a great need for heavy bombers and a stage might be reached where there was a serious
shortage of the aluminium alloys needed to build them. They therefore drew up a specification that stipulated the
use of non-traditional materials, namely wood and steel tubing. It was accepted that this would result in a ‘second
class’ aircraft that would only be required for use in an extreme emergency.
Before the design was completed the specification had been downgraded to that of a reconnaissance aircraft with
bombing capability and at one stage it was suggested that parts could be kept in storage and only used when really
necessary, but the Albemarle was eventually spared this ignominy. Ease of manufacture was another requirement
so that the skills of woodwork and metalwork could be transferred to aircraft production by people who had no prior
experience of such work. The various components could then be sent to another factory where skilled workers
would carry out the final assembly of the aircraft. (Assembly must have been a mammoth task when dealing with
components made in various factories by workers not used to meeting the fine tolerances required in aircraft production.)
Initially, over 1,000 companies were involved in the production of components, but due to many firms failing to
meet the necessary standards regarding tolerances this number was quickly reduced.
An order was placed for 200 aircraft straight off the drawing board, two of which were to be prototypes. Trials of
the prototypes commenced on the 20th March 1940 and it was immediately obvious that more wing area was required. (The first test flight was accidental; the pilot realised that if he tried to slow down from his taxi test he would
run out of runway, so he had no option but to try to take off and it worked!) The wing span was increased by 10 feet
(3.05 m) and a second test flight took place on the 5th April but the take-off run even at 26,500lb (12,020kg) weight
was still very long and as a result the weight of the first service aircraft had to be limited to 32,000lb (14,515kg)
rather than the intended figure of 35,000lb (15,876kg).
More problems were encountered with elevator balance, rudder balance, aileron gearing and tailplane incidence
and trials continued throughout 1940 and 1941. The first production aircraft made its maiden flight in September
1941 and deliveries began during that month, but delivery rates per month did not reach double figures until June
1942. By this time it was clear that the Albemarle would be no match for the new four-engined Short Stirling and
Halifax bombers so it was decided that it would no longer be considered for any bombing role. (But five Albemarles
did make a bombing raid and others were used for leaflet dropping.) So, what to do with the Albemarle?
It was relegated to transport duties and training only, and a few found their way to Maintenance Units and Operational Training Units. It had a trial as a torpedo carrier but failed due to its single engine performance. Next, Air Sea
Rescue; failed due to problems of visibility and also difficulty in maintaining position over a dinghy. Then, success
at last!
In 1942 the GT Mk 1 had a trial as a glider tug and partly due to the tricycle undercarriage, proved to be ideal.
The ST Mk 1 transport had the bombing equipment and rear fuel tank removed and a large loading door installed in
the starboard side fuselage. It could also be fitted with passenger seats and was capable of carrying 4,000lb
(1,814kg) of cargo. It was also found to be capable of carrying 10 paratroopers and their kit with a maximum
weight of 237lb (108kg) along with six containers of total weight 1,600lb (726kg). The paratroops exited through a
hatch in the rear part of the fuselage where the ventral turret had once been fitted. There was also a steel frame
(similar to the one fitted to some Stirlings) to prevent the static lines of the parachute fouling the elevators.
Continued on page 5
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In 1942 Albemarle freighters went to No 511 Transport Command Squadron at Lyneham and one flew 3,000lb
(1,361kg) of freight to Gibraltar on the 1st December. In May 1943 No 296 Squadron started to make its way to Algeria with over 30 aircraft, including Albemarles, in preparation for the invasion of Sicily. After training with Horsa
and Hadrian gliders they moved to Kairouan in Tunisia, each Albemarle towing a glider for the 530 mile (853km)
journey.
On the 9th July Albemarle P1446 took off towing a Horsa glider and was the first to release its charge over the target area in Sicily. It was followed by another 24 all towing Hadrian gliders to the Ponte Grande bridge near Syracuse.
The next outing for the Albemarles was D-Day when they transported the air-born troops who spearheaded the
attack on Normandy. Later on D-Day 65 Albemarles towed gliders to the battle zone. The final front-line action involving Albemarles was Operation Market Garden - the battle for Arnhem and beyond.
And so the much derided Albemarle finally came into its own and played an important role in World War II.
In August 1947 all surviving Albemarles in RAF service were ordered to be Struck Off Charge and were ultimately
scrapped.

Images of Armstrong Whitworth Albemarles
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ROC Lima 4 , Delta 1 and 22 Post Deenethorpe Airfield Northamptonshire
By Graham West

I joined the Royal Observer Corps in July 1970 and we trained at Weldon school, where Stan Fitton was the
headmaster, Stan was the Chief Observer but acted as the Instructor and Ron Gillett, the Leading Observer,
did all the admin tasks. Most of the Observers at that time were ex RAF.
Our underground post was at the old RAF Deenethorpe airfield., 2 miles east of Corby, Northants , this airfield was completed as a bomber base for the USAAF in October 1943 with the 401st Bomb Group moving in
in November 1943. The four squadrons of B17 Flying Fortress bombers flew 255 missions from the base.
After 1946 an Observer post had been built on the roof of the control tower and some of the Observers had
taken part in exercises plotting jet aircraft from this brick building. Access was by an external steel ladder
which by 1970 was in a very rusty condition.
The underground post had been built in the late 1950’s when the ROC took on the Nuclear Reporting role for
the U.K. Our callsign had gone from Lima 4 to Delta One to 22 Post as the Group was re-organised over the
years, The post was located about 10 yards from the north wall of the Control tower where nothing remained
inside the towers brick walls except for a metal door on a cupboard marked Pyro.
The post, enclosed by a wire strand fence, lay at a right angle from the tower and we often pondered during
exercises, that if a bomb blast wave came from the South, whether the tower might be blown on top of the
post and trap us.
Access to our post was different we were told, as the hatch cover with its internal handle was opposite to the
ladder wall so you had to hold with one hand and twist to find your feet on the ladder rung. The layout inside
was, I believe, standard with the two bunks at the ventilator wall end, a table fixed to the wall and the batteries
behind the door. The charging unit sat on the Elsan toilet in the little cupboard at the bottom of the ladder. We
all agreed no-one would ever want to empty the Elsan contents into a black sack and then haul it up 16 feet to
the top with the rope.
Our communications wire was carried across the fields on telegraph poles which would have been vulnerable to blast and shock waves so we also became a radio post and the radio was fixed above the table with
the pump for the aerial sited on the floor. Every exercise the aerial was carefully pumped up to its full height
taking care, at the end, not to pump too hard and send the dipole into orbit. On some occasions we actually
made contact with Control but not every time.
Our post never suffered flooding whilst I was there but we always checked the sump and pumped out if necessary, our neighbours at Raunds post did flood and during an exercise were to come to us to give their readings.
Some came at dusk and got through our gate okay and could see the Control tower but could not find the roadway
leading to it so eventually gave up in disgust and went home. The next time we put out a hurricane lamp to guide
them to us.
I usually covered the night shift on exercises and in the early hours of the morning if you went outside it was so
dark with only the faint glow of Corby’s lights in the distance and no sound save for the furtive rustling in the long
grass outside our wire fence.
In 1991 at Stand-Down, we were told not to go back to the post as it would be stripped out and I heard later that it
had been flooded. A few years later the farmer became fed up with vandalism around the Control tower and
knocked it down , this was unfortunate as I remember a small electrical equipment room, on the outside of the
tower, where American visitors had left messages in pencil upon the walls.
There is now a very fine memorial stone to the 401st Bomb Group by the side of the Weldon to Benefield road and
the runway, renovated by British Steel, is now used by a microlight aircraft and gliding company.
The pictures on the next page were taken by an Evening Telegraph reporter in 1980,
Instruments for nuclear reporting are on and above the table.
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Inside the post, reading an admin document. Graham is on the right.

The entrance to the underground post. In the background is the old Control Tower with an Observer Post on the roof. Graham centre, back row
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Match the film stars to the particular film. One of the famous stars in each film has only their initials shown.
FILMS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

ANSWER NUMBER
Casablanca – 1942
Bridge on the River Kwai – 1957
Mary Poppins – 1964
Ben- Hur – 1959
The Big Country – 1958
The Great Escape – 1963
Brief Encounter – 1945
The Magnificent Seven – 1960
Paint your Wagon – 1969
The King and I – 1956
The Vikings – 1958
African Queen – 1951
E.T. -1982
Close Encounters of the Third Kind – 1977
Chariots of Fire – 1981
Love Story – 1970
The Birds – 1963
The Sound of Music -1965
West Side Story – 1961
Last Tango in Paris – 1972
Wyatt Earp – 1994
Braveheart – 1995
The Millionairess – 1960
Dr Zhivago – 1965
Robin Hood, Prince of Thieves – 1991

………
………
………
………
………
………
………
………
………
………
………
………
………
………
………
………
………
………
………
………
………
………
………
………
………

Actors and Actresses:
1 (JA) (DVD) David Tomlinson, Glynis Johns, Hermione Baddeley
2 (KD) Tony Curtis, Janet Leigh, Ernest Borgnine
3 (R.D) Francois Truffaut, Teri Garr, Melinda Dillon
4 (C.H) Jack Hawkins, Stephen Boyd, Finlay Currie
5 (A.G) Jack Hawkins, William Holden, Andre Morell
6 (S.Mc) Charles Bronson, Richard Attenbrough, James Garner
7 (A.Mc) Ryan O’Neal, Ray Milland, Tommmy Lee Jones
8 (G.P) Charlton Heston, Burl Ives, Carol Baker
9 (M.G) Patrick McGoohan, Ian Bannon, Catherine McCormack
10 (B.C) Nigel Havers, Ian Holm, Patrick Magee
11 (M.B) Maria Schneider, John-Pierre Leaud
12 (H.B) Ingrid Bergman, Claude Rains, Peter Lorre
13 (L.M) Clint Eastwood, Jean Seberg, Harve Prennel
14 (T.H) Celia Johnson, Stanley Holloway, Irene Handl
15 (D.B) Henry Thomas, Dee Wallace, C.Thomas Howell
16 (K.C) Alan Rickman, Morgan Freeman, Brian Blessed
17 (N.W) Rita Moreno, George Chakiris, Russ Tamblyn
18 (Y.B) Eli Wallach, Horst Bucholz, Robert Vaughan
19 (O.S) Julie Christie, Rod Steiger, Geraldine Chaplin
20 (P.S) Sophia Loren, Alistair Sim, Alfie Bass, Miriam Karlin
21 (J.A) Christopher Plummer, Richard Haydn, Charmian Carr
22 (K.C) Gene Hackman, Mark Harmon, Dennis Quaid
23 (R.T) Jessica Tandy, Tippi Hedron, Suzanne Pleshette
24 (Y.B) Deborah Kerr, Rita Morena
25 (H.B) Katherine Hepburn, Peter Bull, Walter Gotell
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In the middle office of the three situated on the left-hand side of the museum’s main hall, is the ‘Family Tree’
displaying the names and images of the senior officers of the 492nd BG and the squadron numbers. Next to this
display are photographs of the types of aircraft that operated out of Harrington between March 1944 and July
1945.
Amongst the photographs is that of a C-47, part of the fleet that flew a regular shuttle service from Harrington to
Europe between July 1944 and July 1945. Our ‘fount of all aviation knowledge’, Keith Taylor, decided to trace its
history and listed below is what he found. (American spelling used, where appropriate.)
Construction number 25242, USAAF serial No. 43-47981
Built in Oklahoma City as a C-47A-30-DK
July 1944 Delivered to 806 Base Unit (BU)
July 1944 Moved to Air Transport Command (ATC), Memphis
July 1944 Delivered to 9th A.F., United Kingdom
November 1944 Arrived Harrington
No further recorded history found until January 1948
January 1948

Arrived at 2043 Labor Supervision Company (LSC), Tulin, Vienna, Austria

July 1948

Arrived at 60 Troop Carrier Group (TCG) Kaufbeuren, German

September 1948

Returned to Tulin

November 1948

Sent to 7210 Maintenance Group (MG) Erding, Germany

July 1949

Sent to 85 Air Defense Weapons Center (ADW) Neubiberg, Germany

May 1951

Transferred to the 86 Fighter Bomber Wing (FBW) Neubiberg

May 1951

Sent back to 85 ADW

June 1951

Transferred to 7029 Base Complement Squadron (BCS) Chatearoux, France

September 1951

Went to 73 (A DW)

--”--

---”---

--”--

---”---

--”--

January 1953

--”-- “

----”---- 1956

---”--- “ 3131 MG

September 1958

Transferred to 3131 Aircraft Repair Squadron (ARS)

---”---

--”--

-----”------

Sent to 3130 ABG

---”---

--”--

July 1962

Sent to 7322 Air Base Wing (ABW)

---”---

--”--

June 1964

Transferred to Military assistance Program (MAP) Location not known

Late 1964

Sold to Congolese Air Force Reg. No. 9T-PKD

1960

7373 Air Base Group (ABG)

--”--

Sometime during 1965 9T-PKD was stolen and never seen again
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EDITORIAL
The year 2020 has been a difficult one for everybody and a sad one for many. So as we enter
the new year of 2021 we can only hope for better
times.
After much debating at the start of the first lockdown, the museum management committee decided that it would be impossible for us to comply
with all the restrictions and at the same time provide a proper service to visitors. Therefore, it was
reluctantly agreed that the museum would remain
closed until the situation improved.
The restrictions eased somewhat during the
summer, but not enough to make it possible to
take down the closed sign. And so we reach the
end of the year without knowing if we will open as
planned on the 27th of March 2021. It all depends
if enough people receive the new vaccines to
once more allow free movement.
The only good thing about the lock-down is that
it allowed us to complete more maintenance than
we would normally manage during the closed period.

Tree Quiz

Identify the tree from these clues:
1

Pithy tree with berries

2

A Roman snack

3

Fire remains

4

English to it’s heart

5

A sandy area

6

A form of punishment

7

Shorten “as pencil”

8

Could be a bat or crack

9

Boat steerage without the “H”

10 Good for archery
11 Tennis stroke + R
12 To long for

Roy formed a group to carry out more repairs to
the access road than had been initially planned;
the canteen was refurbished with new cupboards,
work tops and sinks; a new picnic area was created, using heavy-duty plastic tables and benches
set on paving stones; practically everything that
needed a coat of paint got one, and a start was
made clearing the space between the former NAS
museum and the large Nissen hut.
Many other small jobs that were at the bottom
of the ‘to do’ list have been completed, so we are
now ready for whenever we get the ‘all clear’, to
welcome visitors.
Our members will be kept informed of whatever
arrangements have to be made and we look forward to being able to meet you all again in 2021.
Happy New Year.
FW.

13 Prickly lady of easy virtue
14 Nice syrup
15 Well liked without “U”
16 See in part of dark
17 Two of a kind
18 Reverse law plus edible food centre
19 Chewy sometimes up
20

In hand

Answers on the back page.
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More from Keith Taylor
Wellington Crash at Orton, 30 November 1943
Wellington Mk.1C X9680, 14 OTU Husbands Bosworth
Took off from H.B. for a night training exercise. Came down at 03:05 at Orton one mile south west of
Rothwell, Northamptonshire.
A fire broke out immediately and Sgt. John sustained very serious injuries. He was taken to RAF Hospital, Ely, where he died from his injuries on 21st December 1943. His grave is in Norwood Cemetery.
Sgt Graham died within hours of the crash. He rests at Lockerbie (Dryfesdale) Cemetery.
The pilot made a good recovery, but sadly, he lost his life while on operations on the night of 8/9 April
1945. See below.
The crew:
Pilot.
Sgt. J.A. Macfarlane
Nav.
Sgt. A.C. John
B/Aimer. Sgt. J.E. Graham
W/Op.
Sgt. C. Plant
R/Gnr.
Sgt. D. Penton

RCAF Injured
inj. died later
inj. --”-- --”-inj.
inj.

Lancaster Mk.III ME.385 code letters QR-O 61 Sqn. RAF Target: Lutzkendorf 8/9 April 1945

The crew:
Pilot. Sgt. J.A. Macfarlane
Nav. F/Sgt. W.G. Howitt
B/A. F/Sgt. J. Chadwick
W/Op. F/Sgt. C. Plant
F/Eng. Sgt. A.P.Moreton
M/u/Gnr. Sgt. H.A. Paterson
R/Gnr. F/Sgt. E.F. Coster

RCAF Killed
KIA
Evaded capture
KIA
KIA
KIA
RCAF POW

The Lancaster took off from Skellingthorpe at 18:12. It was hit by flakand two of the crew baled out before the aircraft crashed into a quarry near the target. Thos killed rest in the Berlin 1939—45 War
Cemetery having been taken there from graves found at Lutzkendorf.

CARPETBAGGER
AVIATION MUSEUM
Off Lamport Road
Harrington
Northamptonshire
NN6 9PF

Wishing everyone a
Happy and
Prosperous New Year

Phone: 01604 686608

Email: enquiries@harringtonmuseum.org.uk

Wer’e on the Web!
www.
harringtonmuseum.
org.uk

Wer’e on
Facebook and
TripAdvisor

Quiz Answers
FILM QUIZ

Tree Quiz

Answers
Film
Actors
1
12
2
5
3
1
4
4
5
8
6
6
7
14
8
18
9
13
10
24
11
2
12
25
13
15
14
3
15
10
16
7
17
23
18
21
19
17
20
11
21
22
22
9
23
20
24
19
25
16

Answers:
1 Elder
2 Sweet chestnut
3 Ash
4 Oak
5 Beech
6 Birch
7 Aspen
8 Willow
9 Elm
10 Yew
11 Acer
12 Pine
13 Hawthorn
14 Maple
15 Poplar
16 Cedar
17 Pear
18 Walnut
19 Gum
20 Palm

